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I.

Introduction.

I the request of the Chairman of the Government's Committee

n the summer of 1 926 I undertook a trip to Balsfjord at

for Raw Materials in order to investigate and collect samples
of a rock called sagvandite occurring there. The laboratory
work preceding has been undertaken at the University's Mine
ralogical Institute. I here wish to express my best thanks to
Professor Dr. V. M. GoLDSC HMIDT, the director of the Institute
because of the facilities of the Institute being placed at my
disposal.
The present paper is published with the permission of the
Chairman of the Committee for Raw Materials, Professor Dr.
V. M. GOLDSCHMIDT.

Sagvandite is a peculiar igneous rock, cons1stmg almost
entirely of bronzite and magnesite. The only place in the whole
world where it is known is at B a l s f j o r d in the county of
Troms in the north of N orway, where it occurs in two small
domes each with a diameter of only 50-l 00 ms.
KARL PETTERSEN it is who has named this rock, and he
also has first described it. During an excursion in the summer
of 1883 to the Balsfjord he came upon this occurrence and
brought back some specimens of the rock, a few of which were
·
sent to Professor RosENBUSC H, who has given a closer petro
graphical description of them.
Later H. REUSCH has during a tour in the Balsfjord taken
some specimens of the rock, and given a short note of the
occurrence.
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In the older literature sagvandite has always been accepted
as being a sedimentary rock, especially on account of its con
taining magnesite as a principal constituent.
The papers bearing on this subject are the following:
"Sagvandit - en ny bergart" . Tromsø Mu
seums Aarshefter, 6, 72 (1 883).
H. RosENBUSCH: "Ober den Sagvandit" . Tromsø Museums
Aarshefter, 6, 81 (1 883). "Ober den Sagvandit" . Neues
jahrb. f. Min. 1 884, I, 195.
H. REUSCH: "Optegnelser fra Balsfjorden" . Norges Geo!. Un
dersøkelse 4, 1 27 (1891 ).
Ref. Neues jahrb. f. Min. 1 893, Il, 1 1 0.
KARL PETTERSEN:

Il.

Location.
From the town of Tromsø the Balsfjord extends about
50 kms. into the country in a southern direction. At the head
of the fjord is the mouth of the river "Sagelven". This river
widens into a lake, "Sagelvvandet" (or Sagvandet), about 1 4
kms. from the sea. At the shed-line between this lake and the
lake "Takvandet" from which the river Maalselven issues Iies
the findingplace of the sagvandite. The geographical location is
thus about 69 l O' N latitude, and 8 l O' E of Oslo.
o

o

Ill.

Geology.

·

The igneous rocks of the Caledonian mountain chain extend
as is known along the whole coast of Northern Norway. To
the east of these igneous rocks Jie the Cambro-Silurian sedi
ments, east of these again come the Pre-Cambrian rocks.
As may be seen by the map the sagvandite is situated on
the south-eastern boundary of the igneous rocks belonging to
the mountain chain and wholly surrounded by little metamorphic
sediments. The units of the sediment-sequence which go to
make up the rock in this district are:
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IL Tromsø Micaschists Group.
b.

Micaschists with inclusions of limestones.

a. Quartzites.

L Balsfjord Group.
c.

Sandstones.

b.

Conglomerates.

a. Green chloritic schists, micaschists, etc.
The actual part of the Balsfjord basin where the sagvandite
occurs is made up of the lowest strata of the Balsfjord group,
chloritic schists and m icaschists.
Norsk Geo!. Tidsskr. IX.

This place Iies at the foot of
18
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the western slope of the Omasvarre mountains.

Going east

wards, then, up the Omasvarre, which reach a height of 500�600 ms. , one flnds the rock belonging to the Tromsø mica
schists group, which no doubt make up the youngest part of
the sediments occurring here.

These sediments were folded

during Silurian times and were intruded by Caledonian igneous
rocks. This intrusion was most intense further west, where the
coastal districts and the islands consist almost entirely of igne-

--� ��'--------='-- ---

ous rocks.

Any greater intru-

sive masses have not reached the
Balsfjord, where therefore the
sediments ha ve not been trans
formed

in any

great degree.

When therefore the magma of
the sagvandite in the shape of
small transgressive dikes forced
itself up through the layers of
Fig. 2. The eastern dome of sagvandite.
After REUSCH.

sediment the minerals in the
schists could not hold against
the heat, therefore in a distance

of

some

meters a

complete recrystallization of the minerals

of the schists took place around the sag v and i te d y k e s .
Later on no foldings or faults have probably taken place,
åt !east in no great degree.

The dykes of sagvandite Iie in

exactly the same place where they once solidifled.

The ero

sion in Quaternary time, however, has dug deeply down, and
as the sagvandite has a greater power of resistance than the
schists around it, it is made to protrude as hillocks in the
scenery.
The sagvandite weathers like peridotites and dunites with
a rustbrown colour.

The magnesite is worn away much quicker

than the bronzite, the exposed surface, therefore, is very rough.
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IV.

Petrological description.
l.

Sedimentary rocks.

The rock which lies adjacent to the sagvandite is a yellowish
green, chlorite bearing quartz-muscovite-schist.

It has often a

western or north-western strike with a northern dip; where it
borders up to the sagvandite,

however, the direction of its

strike is parallel with the border-line. This rock consists mainly
of plates or blades of muscovite, in between which are clustered
numerous small quartz grains which are polygon-shaped and
do not show any indication of an undulating extinction.

Tour

maline is frequently found, most often in the form of small

rods between the plates of muscovite.
Transverse fissures are shown in the former. It evidently
contains a considerable amount of Mg and some Fe. as the
pleochroism is as following: :::, colourless;

w,

faintly yellowish

brown, often with a greenish tinge; the birefringence (which,
however, does not appear to be equal for all the grains) is as
a rule about 0,020.

The pleochroism is thus peculiar, as all

tourmalines described from schists show very regularly greyish
blue hues.
From T6RNEBOHM's1 descriptions the tourmalines appearing
in swedish crystaiiine schists are as a rule quite free from

enclosures.

The fact should therefore be noted that the tourma

lines of the Balsfjord schists are often found to be poikilitically
penetrated with quartz and muscovite which points to the fact
that they cannot be a relict from the sediments, but must have
been formed in the schist itself simultaneously with the other
minerals.
In a distance of about one meter from the dikes of sag
vandite these schists have been completely recrystallized. They
have become a sort of micadiorite where biotite and musea
vite lie in a matrix of quartz and plagioclase.
The quartz is formed in polygon-shaped grains, with c.n
even extinction.
t

ToRNEBOHM, Geo!. For. Fiirh. 3, 187 (1876).
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The plagioclase always shows twinning lamellæ; the opti
cal axial angle is about

90"

and the extinction _l M P

indicative of an andesine, with

39

=

+

20°,

An.

The plates of mica are not arranged in parallel. Only a
Iittle muscovite is found, biotite being predominant.

The latter

evidently contains Iittle iron as the pleochroism is not very
strong: a= colourless, y= light brown.

It contains often a thin

web of sagenite.

Garnet appears sparsely in the form of small, colourless
isotropic grains.
The tourmaline

has disappeared,

which fact is peculiar

as it very often appears just as a contact mineral.

However,

one may presume in this case that it has completely been
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turned into mica.

From TsCHERMAK's

1

description in resume,

the tourmaline is namely in every case of transformation shown
to turn into mica minerals.

It is subject to a form of extrac

tion, whereby its alkaline and magnesian components under a
secretion of boraluminate turn into muscovite and meroxene
respectively.
A large quantity of pyrite Iies, as lens-shaped grains, spread
about in the rock.
As will be understood this recrystallization of the quartz
muscovite schists must be regarded as a metasomatic meta
morphism which has taken place during a heavy transport of
l

G. TSCHERMAK, T. M. P. M. 21, l

(1902).
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3 a.

Schists of the Balsfjord group.
in a matrix of quartz.

material.

Parallel

plates of muscovite

ly ing

Up to the left are seen tourmalines.

This may be seen more plainly by a direct compa

rison between the mineral content of the schists
contact metamorphic equivalent (2).

(1)

and their

The principal mineral con

tents of the two rocks may namely be approximately set up in
the following table:

========�=
2
Quartz 50

oo

..

.. .

l

Quartz

.

.

Biotite
Muscovite

50 Oo

.

.

40 Oo
400o
. . . . 20 oo
.

Andesine .

.. .
.
.

IMuscovite)

100 oo

100 Oo

The muscovite turns directly into biotite (meroxene) when
magnesian-silicates

are

added.

The metasomatic

process

of

transforming the muscovite into andesine may be made clear
by the following equation:
IKHJ20 · AI,08 ·2Si0, -� Na20 -r 4Si02 + iKH120
(muscovite)
(KH)20·AI,0,·2Si02-�Ca0
(muscovite)

�-·

Na,O·AI,Os · 6Si0,

+iKHi,O- CaO·Al20:�·2Si02

l ;s:,�
'"
."

These substances, CaO, Na"O, MgO, must accordingly have
been supplied by the sagvandite, at the same time as the pot
assium and water have been driven out.

And as the rock is also

very rich in pyrite, iron and sulphur must have been added too.
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Fig.

3 b.

Metasomatically transform ed schists of the Bals

fjord group. Irregular plates of biotite and lenses of ores
lying in a matrix of quartz and andesine.

2.

Sagvandite.

The sagvandite appears as mentioned in two small domes
which are to be considered as transgressive dikes which intersect
the schists.

Its principal constituent is bronzite;

magnesite

appears also in no little amount, moreover there is also found
a colourless micaceous mineral and some small granules of
picotite and also, though seldom, some pyrite.

pletely

desultorily

arranged

granular rock,

very !east degree of any transformation.

It is a com

showing not the

On a newly broken

surface the colour of the sagvandite is grayish-green.

lts mar

ginal zones are somewhat more fine-grained than the middle
part where the slender light green rods of pyroxene often
reach a length of 5-6 cms.
At one point,

where the sagvandite borders up to the

schists there might be observed a certain schistosity also in
the sagvandite dyke itself.

The crystals of pyroxene had been

clustered together in flaked masses which together with chlorite
had been arranged approximately parallel with the border l ine
and therefore also parallel with the schistosity in the bordering
schists.

( See

fig. 4 ) .

Regarding
be said.

the

separate

constituents

the

following

may
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Bronzite

nearly

90 °/o

of

the

rock

in

question.

It is grayish-green, but colourless in transparent light. It ap
pears, as a rule, as idiomorphic rods which have been arranged
as radial aggregates.

Quite irregular granules,

however, are

also found, composing together with magnesite, a sort of matrix
which is traversed by the bronzite rods mentioned before.
In thin section it shows no pleochroism.

The birefringence

is strong, the extingtion parallel to the cleavage plane.

Fig.

4. A

It al-

selvage zone of the sagvandite, showing schistosity parallel
to the border line.

ways shows rounded elliptic cross-sections with two systems
of fissures perpendicular to each other.

( loe. cit.) has
( round the positive

RosENBUSCH
optical axes

to be, in soda light, l
sponding to about

12° 7',
2 V= 86°,

well with WINCHELL's 1

determined the angle of the
bisectrix ) in oil, and found it

and in blue light,

112°

53'; corre

whereby this bronzite agrees very

diagram on the relation between the

optical axial angle and the chemical composition in orthorhom
bic pyroxenes.
Further Rosenbusch has carried out an analysis with the
following result:
I

A. N. WINCHELL,

Am.

j ourn. Science

(5), 6, 504 (1923).
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55,456 °/o
2,026 "
S,424 "
34,483 "

100,389 o, o
There would be reasons for supposing that the small con
tent of alumina is not present in the form of some complex
silicate.

BoEKE 1 and ZAMBONINI 2 have thus both after a mi

nute studying of chemical analyses of pyroxenes come to the
conclusion that the pyroxenes do not contain the so-called

W ASHINGT'ON 3 also has maintained that

TscHERMAK molecule.

the sesquioxides enter into the pyroxenes in solid solutions
as simple oxides.

If we therefore presume alumina to be a

separate component, this bronzite will, according to the ana
lysis

made by

consist of the following

RosENBUSCH,

components:
•

Mg Si03

•

•

•

•

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Fe Si03

•

•

.

.

.

•

.

.

•

.

•

.

•

•

•

Al Al03

•

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

•

.

•

•

.

.

.

Magnesite constitutes about
crystalline outlines of its own.

10 Ofo

=

=

three

86,2 Ofo
I l ,8 "
2,0 "

of the rock.

It has no

It Iies mostly as irregular gra

nules together with the bronzite, and forms a sort of matrix
in the rock; often, however, it may also be seen as small round
grains enveloped in the crystals of bronzite.

I ts substance is

very pure and does not contain impurities of any sort what
ever.

The birefringence is exceptionally strong.

According to

an analysis by RosENBUSCH it is shown that lime is absolutely
missing arid that Mg and Fe is found in a proportion of weight
which resulted in the formula

9 MgC03

FeC03•

Picotite is found scantily, but as rather large grains which
often show octahedral outlines.

In thin section it is opaque,

but showing a dark brown colour at the edges in transparent
·tight.
l

In reflected light it is brownish-black with a metallic
H. E. BoEKE, Zeitschr. f. Krist. 53,

445

(1914).

2 F. ZAMBONINI, Zeitschr. f. Krist. 55, 139 (19151.
3

H. S. WASHINGTON, Am. Journ. Science (5), 3, 117 (1922).
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lustre.

It colours the borax

magnetic.
being

pearl a vivid green, but is not

RosENBUSCH has determined its specific weight as

4,843.

Picotite is evidently the mineral which has first

crystallized out, while the bronzite and the magnesite both im
pregnate each other so that one must suppose that these two
minerals have partly crystallized out simultaneously.

Tale.
mica.

Very rarely is found a colourless mineral resembling

It appears very regularly and in the shape of quite small

lamellae constitutes the last remaining part between the other
minerals.

It is quite colourless, and of a pearly lustre.

To the

naked eye it appears as small shining dots; they can best be
seen when the sunlight falls directly on a freshly broken sur
face of the rock.
axial angle

is

The optical properties are as follows:

varying.

Frequently

in

appropriate

The

sections

there appeared between crossed Nicols in convergent light the
interference figure of an uniaxial crystal.

Now and then in a

diagonal position could be seen an opening in the cross when
a large aperture was used.
reached
about

about

70 °,

IS''.

In such cases the axial angle often

In

a

single

case

an

axial

angle,

2E

Dispersion noticeable e > v. The

was come across.

birefringence is always very strong; in thin sections of the rock
with an ordinary thickness (20-30 ,u) the mineral shows be
tween crossed Nicols pale interference colours of higher orders.
Some material was isolated, whereby the indices of refraction
were determined, with the immersion method in day light.
y

fJ

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

=

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

=

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

1,589
l ,589

< 1,538

It is easy to determine y and (3, as the rays corresponding
to these indices vibrate parallel to the cleavage plan.

But the

rays corresponding to the index a, vibrate normal to this plan,
and therefore the measuring of this index must take place while
the mineral plates are standing on edge. Such plates, however,
will not continue to stand on edge, therefore one must endeavour
to roll the plates about under the cover glass and measure
them as they are turned.

When the refraction of the mineral
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Iies near to that of the immersion fluid it is very difficult to
determine, or to see at all the Becke line at the moment in
which the mineral granule turns. The value of a has, therefore,
Possibly a can be a little

been put down as a maximal value.
smaller.

As will be seen the birefringence is, y-a=

0,051,

or

possibly still a little higher.
By using the value of the intermediate refractive index,
the true axial angle may be reckoned out.

2 E= 15°,

one gets 2V=9°, and to

Corresponding to

2 E=70c, 2V=42o

got, approximately.

The angle of the axes varies thus generally from O o -9

40°

and in one case a value of about

is
o;

was observed.

According to WrNCHELL's 1 diagrams, which express the rela
tion between optical properties and composition of the micas, there
have been found phengites which have approximately the same
optical constants as the mineral in question.

However, as these

micas belong to the phengites it is not very probable that so
acid micas may be found in the sagvandite.
As therefore this mineral by its qualities greatly resembles
the tale, we have surely here to do with tale as a primary

ZIMANYI 2 thus states for tale:

mineral in an igneous rock.
/)

•

•

•

.

.

. .

.

a. .

.

.

.

(3 .

•

•

.

•

o

•

•

•

.

.

.

.

2 E= 14 "-16

o

==

l , 589

.

.

�=

.

.

=

1 , 589
1 539

•

.

.

. . .

.

which makes the birefringence
is given as

•

•

,

The angle of the axes

0,050.

ca, but he adds that many of the

1amellae are nearly optica1 uniaxial.

In tale from Siberia and

St. Honore MrcHt::L U:vy3 gives the birefringence to ?'- a

. c

0,038-0,043.
The mode of
indicates that

the

o�.:currence
mineral

of

the

tale

in the sagvandite

has not been formed secondarily

by a transformation of the bronzite, but we must take it as
1 A. H. WINCHELL, Am. Journ. Science (5), 9, 327, 415 (1925).

2 K. ZIMÅNYI, Zeitschr. f. Krist. 22,

3 M. LEVY, Bull. Soc. Min. France 7,

341 (1894).
43 (1884).
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being primary and of magmatic origin.

It is the last mineral

which has crystallized out, and may thus belong to the last
stages of the consolidation of the rock.
T h e c o m p o s i t i o n o f t h e s a g v a n d i t e.
No chemical analysis of

the sagvandite has been under

taken, but, as may be seen by the preceding,

we know all

regarding the separate components of the rock. If we, there
fore, were able to exactly determine the relative proportions
between the quantities of these components we would possess
a mean of determining the composition of the rock itself with
a relatively great degree of accuracy.

This mineral determina

tion was undertaken geometrically, according to the method of
RosiVAL; the content of magnesite was, moreover, also deter
mined by grounding a little of the rock and afterwards boiling
it in diluted hydrochloric acid.

The only constituent which is

affected by this treatment is the magnesite, which dissolves
entirely.
following:

The results of this mineral analysis is shown in the
Bronzite . . . . . . . . . . .

89,9

Magnesite . . . . . . . . . .

%

9,2 "
0,9 "

Tale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The picotite appears so sparsely, but at the same time
in such relatively large grains that it was quite impossible to
get any accurate idea of its frequency.
more seldom than the tale.

It appears, however,

The compositions of the bronzite

and of the magnesite are as mentioned before, directly de
termined by analyses. For the tale the following formula was
used:

H2Mg3(Si04)3•

The composition of the sagvandite will, according to this be:

49,9

°

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

•

.

•

•
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.
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=
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Si02
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C02
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o
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The water contained in the tale will constitute less than
0,05

% and the content of Cr208 in the rock will n o t nearly

amount to 0,5 Oio.
3.

Contact Metamorphic Rocks.

l will now proceed to describe those rocks which have
been formed into a thin reaction rim around the dykes of
sagvandite. It is obvious that when a magma, which is so rich
in carbon dioxyde and water as that of the sagvandite, consoli
dates, there will penetrate into the schists carbonic acid and
vapour together with a great deal of other volatile components.
Thus the schists, simultaneous with their becoming recrystallized
on account of the heat, will also be supplied with fresh sub
stances, partly in gaseous and partly in fluid form.
Thus we get an i n n e r zone of contact formed through
a pneumatolytic action, and an o u t e r zone formed through
metasomatic action with the aid of solvents.
A rock thus metasomatically transformed has alread y been
described, namely the soft mica schists of the Balsfjord group,
which in a few meters distance from the sagvandite dykes have
been transformed into a sort of micadiorite simultaneous with
an addition of Na�O, CaO, MgO, FeO and S. In this chapter
I will especially deal with those rocks which have come into
existence in the inner contact zone where more or less of the
minerals met with have been formed through the pneumatolysis.
This inner zone of contact is extremely thin, in same
places only a few mill. broad; in other places, however, it may
become 12 m.
It is a general phenomenon that the marginal selvage zone
of the sagvandite always contains more magnesite and pyrite
than does the normal rock. Thus because of the manner in
which the content of magnesite increases steadily, so that the
outer marginal facies contains nearly solely magnesite, the sag
vandite can gradually go over into the bordering contact rock.
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A. C h l o r i te bea r i n g c o n t a c t z o n e s.
This rock, formed at the inner contact zone, consists in
this way often of 70-80 °/o magnesite, and instead of the bron
zite there appears a peculiar chlorite mineral.
Chlorite appears to be a constant mineral in this inner
zone of contact. It is often found in plates of up to one cms.
length and in this case is often intercalated poikilitically by small
grains of pyrite and chalcopyrite.
The great plates of chlorite are optically positive, with an
axial angle 2 E 30° ca. The chlorite has a medium birefring
ence ca 0,0 15, the pleochroism is faint with y' colourless, and
fJ' and a' pale green; a= (3 >y; y =F Z-axis. With the immer
sion method in day light was determined fJ = l ,605 ca.
The micalike appearance, the characteristic pleochroism,
the positive axial angle, and the value of the intermediate
refractive index, make it necessary to class this mineral among
the prochlorites; I have, however, not been a ble to find in the
literature any mineral which is quite identical with the one in
question.
LARSEN 1 describes prochlorites with the same index (3, but
with a distinctly lower bire frin gence For amesite, however, he
gives a stronger birefringence (0,0 15) but a somewhat lower
l ,597).
va lue for the refraction ({J
In any case it seems certain that the mineral belongs to
the chlorite group, and thus is nearest related to prochlorite
and amesite.
This prochlorite is at some places met with in large masses
and consitutes bands of great crystal plates which in a fashion
surround the sagvandite dyke.
Instead of such a zone of prochlorite there may appear by
the inner contact zone a rock consisting wholly of magnesite and
penninite. Macroscopically this rock may be seen to consist of
a beautiful bluish gray, fine grained mass (penninite) wherein
there appear irregular spots (some few square centimetres or
more in size) of a pale reddish brown substance (magnesite).
=

.

=

l

E. S. LARSEN, U.S. G. S. Bull. 769, 123 (1921).
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Under the microscope may be seen how the dense mass
runs out into a net of fine needleshaped crystals of penninite
which are often arranged fan wise and spread in all directions. In
other places, on the contrary, the mass is more gritty, consisting
of quite small particles of magnesite and phlogopite, in which
Iies a jumble of fine penninite needles. The reddish brown
portions of magnesite often consist of large crystals; one may
in such cases observe how these crystals along the edges are
always frayed and corroded by the penninite needles having
forced themselves inwards, and
often sent out long needles into
the magnesite substance. It may
plainly be seen how the magne
site has first been transformed
into penninite, and how in the
ground-mass thereby arisen the
phlogopite has been formed.
Penninite.
The chlorite
mineral met with is called
penninite on account of the
following qualities: It is mostly
observed in needle shaped ag- Fig. 5. Penninite invading magnesite.
gregates, but may also be developed in plates and lamellae. In the latter case it shows a
highly perfect cleavage parallel to (00 1). The birefringence is
almost nil, showing an indigo blue interference colour. Though
showing no interference figure in convergent light (owing to the
low birefringence) it must be optically negative, the rays corre
sponding to index y' vibrating parallel to the length of fibres.
It is colourless, showing no pleochroism. The mineral may
thus be serpentine, but because of its mode of occurrence and
the blueish colour of the rock it is most likely an optically
negative penninite.
Phlogopite. The mineral is most! y developed in very minute
anhedral crystals, very seldom greater plates are formed. It is
uniaxial with a strong birefringence, optically negative, in trans
parent light it is quite colourless, i n thicker plates, however, of
a golden brown colour.
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The intermediate index of refraction was determined with
the immersion method in day light. The result was

(3= 1,6 15.
According to the diagrams of WINCHELL's (loe. cit.) this
may correspond to a phlogopite with 27 °/o of the annite
molecule.
Spinels and Ores. In this inner chlorite bearing zone of
contact, it seems as if the picotite is unstable. It is namely
never found in contact with the chlorite. Inside the larger
crystals of magnesite already described, one may yet, though
very seldom, observe picotite, in which case, however, it always
is periferically transformed into pyrite, often in such a manner
that only a few quite small spots of picotite are left lying in
side the irregular grains of pyrite. judging by the whole mode
of occurrence it appears obvious that the magnesite has been
an integral part of the sagvandite magma, and that the picotite,
therefore, which was crystallized out before the magnesite, in
the solid state has been carried out into the contact zone by
the liquid magnesite. Here, however, it has accordingly been
invaded by sulphorous solutions or gases, and transformed into
pyrite, for in the actual chlorite bearing zone itself no trace of

picotite is found, although a great deal of pyrite, pyrrhotite,
and chalcopyrite appears, and also rather a lot of a green,
transparent spinel, evidently a pleonaste, which has accordingly
been formed in the very zone of contact, as it does not appear
as a constituent of the sagvandite.
B. Ga r n e t b e a r i n g C o n t a c t Zo n e .
Either outside the chlorite bearing contact zone, already
described or else quite dose to the sagvandite comes a rock
chiefly consisting of magnesite, garnet, and hornblende. The
rock has a sugar grained structure, black or reddish coloured
according to which of either hornblende or garnet appears in
greatest degree. It has a typical pavement structure, as the
polygonal shaped grains of magnesite and garnet Iie spread
about indifferently. The grains measure generally about 0,05
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mm across. Often one of the components accumulates and
formes larger portions which in such cases are entirely com
posed of either only magnesite, only garnet, or only hornblende.
C. Ho r n b l e n d e -S c a p o l i t e b e a r i n g C o n t a c t Z o n e.
The hornblende especially has a tendency to accumulate
and thus appearing as the only component of the rock. It is
chiefly the outer zone of contact, the one which borders up
against the metasomatically transformed mica schists already
described, which is especially rich in hornblende.
'

Hornblende.

It is faintly pleochroitic with y faint grayish
brown, r faint brown, a' colourless, r> y >a. The birefringence
is very strong, the axial angle about 90 the extinction c: y is
about 24 °. Towards the border of the adjacent schists, the
horn blende met with is somewhat different: The axial angle is
still very great, but distinctly of negative character, the pleo
chroism is )11 light brown, r' light greenish brown, a' colourless,
and the extinction angle is somewhat smaller. judging from the
optical qualities, it is probable that these hornblendes are poor
in lime, but rich in gri.inerite and the cummingtonite molecules.
According to the studies of SUND! US 1 on this mineral group,
one might suppose that the first-named horn blendes contain
relatively much of the cummingtonite molecule, while the last
mentioned ones, which have been formed in the outermost zone,
come closer to the ordinary lime bearing hornblendes in their
chemical compositions.
°,

Scapolite.

The hornblende rock is often penetrated by
scapolite bearing veins, in which the scapolite Iies in the form
of slender rods in a matrix of magnesite. The thickness of
these rods may in some cases amount to l mm, but they
are as a rule thinner. All the rods which were examined were
observed to be solely bounded by the tetragonal prism ( 1 10).
The indices of refraction of the crystals were measured with
the immersion method in day light:
1 N. SuNntus, Geol. For. Forh. 46, 154
Norck Gro!. Tidsskr. IX.

(1924).
19
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A chemical investigation showed that carbon dioxide and
chlorine were present, but that the mineral contained no sul
phur. A quantitative determination of water was made according
to the method of PEN FIELD 1. The result was: Hz O
1,96 °/o.
The relation between the indices of refraction and the
composition of the scapolites has been subject to thorough
studies by several authors.
After the fundamental studies undertaken by TscHERMAK 2,
there have now appeared other works by the following authors:
HIMMELBAUER3, BoRGSTR6M4, BRAUNS5, and SuNDius6. SuN
DIUS has also constructed a diagram showing the relation
between the indices of refraction and the chemical composition.
This scapolite from the sagvandite, however, does not agree
with SuNDIUS' diagram, for the refractive indices are too low
in relation to the birefringence. It is worth noticing that it is
only the scapolites containing water and potassium which show
=

this

abnormity,

such

as

the

scapolite

from

Arvold

which

Professor GoLDSCHMIDT7 has analysed, and also the scapolite
from Kristiansand, analysed by myself8. At that time I was
able by a calculation of the analysis to prove that the low
refraction is easily explained by presuming that there is a
hydroxyl bearing component in the scapolite molecule. I would
suppose, therefore, that the sagvandite scapolite contains a
I S. L. PEf'!FIELD, Am. Journ. Science, 48 (1894).
2

G. TCHERMAK, T. M. P. M. 7, 400 (1886); Monatsh. Chemie, 4, 851 (1883),
Sitzungsb. K. Akad. Wiss. Wien, 1883, 88, 1149.

3

4

A. HIMMELBAUER,

Sitzungsb. K. A kad . Wiss. Wien 1 9 1 0

,

Ab, l, 109,

115.

L. H. BoRGSTRØM,

Bull. Com. Geo!. Finlande

41,

l (1914);

Zeitschr.

f. Krist. 54, 238 (1915).
6
7

R. BRAUNS, Neues Jahrb. B. Bd. 39, 79 (1914}; Neues Jahrb. I, 1917, p. 9.

N. SUNDIUS, Bull. Geo!. Inst. U psala 15, l, 1916; 16, 96, 1919.

V. M. GOLDSCHJ\\IDT, Vid.-Selsk. Sk r. l 1911, No. l.

8 T. BARTH, Norsk Geo!. Tidsskr. 8, 93, 1925.
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a carbon dioxide bearing, and a hydroxyle
component.
I hope that I will be able by the help of a complete chemi
cal analysis of this scapolite to get clear regarding the yet
hypothetical hydroxyle bearing molecule in the composition of
the scapolites, as well as the influence of this molecule on the
optical properties.
chlorine bearing,

bearing

V.

Transportation of Material during the
Metamorphism.
l f we regard collectively the chemical reactions which have
taken place along the border of the sagvandite dykes by the
contact transformation of the adjacent schists, we will find that
there appear many peculiarities which are specific for this occur
rence. It would be very interesting to follow, quantitatively, the
distribution of the chemical elements, beginning at the sag
vandite and going through the different contact metamorphic
rocks right out to the transformed schists. However, as long
as no chemical analyses are available this can not be done
wholly quantitatively. We are able, however, to join the occur
ring minerals back to the composition of the rock and thereby
get a very good idea, qualitatively, of the processes which have
taken place.
If the contact minerals occurring in inferior quantities are
omitted, the different zones of contact will in all essentials be
the following:
(l). Innermost, bordering against the sagvandite occurs a
zone wholly consisting of chlorite (pennine or prochlorite) and
ore minerals.
(2). Next come the hornblende rocks. Excepting some
few veins of scapolite, and small portions wholly consisting of
garnet, there occur in this zone mainly pure hornblendites
which innermost carry hornblendes rich in gri.inerite, the ones
on the outside being more rich in lime.
(3). Metasomatically transformed quartz-mica-schists (a sort
of micadiorite).
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(4). Normal quartz-mica-schists of the Balsfjord group.
Regarding the occurrence of the magnesite may be observed
that the selvage zone of the sagvandite itself is very rich in
magnesite, but further out going towards the schists the rocks
become more and more poor in magnesite.
Now, the minerals of the innermost contaet zone must
necessarily belong to the same facies as does the sagvandite
itself, and the latter most certainly belongs to the hornfels- or
gabbro facies l.
But to prove that chlorite (penninite and prochlorite) be
longs to the hornfels facies is quite impossible. The only way
of giving an explanation of this phenomenon is therefore that
in the fissures between the sagvandite and the sediments, along
the line of contact, there must have permeated hot solutions
which have wholly transformed the minerals of this inner zone
of contact.
I may here bring into remembrance the great enrichment
of magnesite which has taken place in the selvage zone of the
sagvandite, and also the way in which we may plainly see how
the magnesite has been invaded by the chlorite, which may
still clearer be observed in fig. 5 (p. 287).
I would therefore suppose that the zone which now com
poses the inner zone of contact nearest the sagvandite originally
consisted almost wholly of magnesite (with a great enrichment
of ores), or that, in other words, it represented a sort of
border facies of the sagvandite itself, and that the magnesite
has later been transformed into chlorite, probably through the
'
influence of the actual mother liquid of the sagvandite magma.
This chlorite bearing zone thus being of a more secondary origin
is not directly comparable with the other .contact zones.
With regards to the composition of these different zones
the following may be observed: The innermost hornblende
bearing zone is, compared with sagvandite much richer in iron
and water, and somewhat richer in lime; but not until the outer
1

Using the facies classification

of P. EsKOLA,

Rocks", Norsk Geo!. Tidsskr. 6, 143 (1920).

''The Mineral Facies of
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hornblende bearing zone is reached do we find it very much
richer in lime and then also in alumina and iron.
As explained before, the metasomatically transformed schists
have been supplied with soda, lime, magnesia, sulphur and iron.
It is quite interesting to observe that the sagvandite magma
must evidently have contained considerable amounts of Na20,
CaO, Al�03, and S, as although these substances have not been
precipitated in the sagvandite itself, they have been forced out
from the latter and into the adjacent rock where they have
been deposited. The cause of this feature clearly Iies in the
different physical conditions, which have prevailed on the'One side
in the magma and on the other side in the adjacent schists.
When comparing the sagvandite with the different contact
zones one after the other in the order in which they occur in
nature, it may be observed that some of the features in their
chemical composition show an image which is not unlike the
figures of the common eruption sequences of igneous rocks.
Thus the contents of AZ203, FeO and CaO rise, whereas the
content of MgO falls.
In addition to these chief constituents of the rock we may
also regard the small ones.
Thus it is obvious that the sagvandite is much richer in
chromium than are the adjacent rocks.
Further some words may be said regarding the platinum,
and how it has been distributed in the different rocks.
The determination of the platinum was made according
to a microchemical method, worked out at this institute by Dr.
G. LUNDE. The method of the analysis cannot here be closer
described, but will be published by LuNDE in Zeitschr. anorg.
Chemie.
According to this method I carried out determinations of
platinum from the sagvandite, from the contact zone, and from
the adjacent sedimentary rock. A number of samples of the
sagvandite were powdered and an average mixture taken. From
the contact zone was selected a sample chiefly consisting of
hornblende with a little magnesite and garnet. From the sedi
ments was taken a sample lying close against the contact zone
and which was very strongly metasomatically transformed. The
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determinations gave the following results, ( the latter expressed
in grams platinum pr.metric ton of rock ) .
Sagvandite ..
Contact zone
Sediment .. .

. . 0,73 g
. . 1,22 g
< 0,0 1 g

On the whole this may be presented as in flg. 6, where
the platinum content is put down as ordinate.
Very little is known regarding the geochemistry of the
platinum metals and much work must be done befare any con
clusions may be drawn. It is, however, interesting to observe
that the platinum content of the sagvandite is rather great. For
in the dunite which have
been presumed to be the
rocks richest in plati
num, DuPARC 1 assumes
the average content of
platinum to be only
0,06 grams pr. metric
ton. Further we may
observe that the rocks
2
of the contact zones con
Fig. 6. The platinum contents in grams
tain more platinum than
pr metric ton of: l. Sagvandite; 2.Chlorite
the sagvandite. It is thus
bearing contact rocks; 3. Horn blende-garnet
quite plain that the pla
bearing contact rocks; 4. Metasomatically
transformed schists of the Balsfjord group.
tinum content of the sag
5. Normal schists of the Balsfjord group.
vandite magma has been
enriched in the pneuma
tolytic contact zone, whereas the solutions that have permeated
into the schist layers must have been nearly free from platinum.
Tims it must be ascertained that the platinum of the sag
vandite magma had no special tendency to be deposited under
the physico-chemical conditions which were present during the
consolidation of the bronzite. On the contrary the platinum
content was at this time enriched (a time which later on I will show
--�

t

L. DUPARC et M- N. TIKONOWITCH, Le platine et les gites platiniferes

de l'Oural et du monde. Geneve l 920 p. 210
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corresponds nearest with that in which the peridotites are formed
from a magma not containing carbon dioxide) in the volatile
components of the magma, in this case consisting of steam,
carbon dioxide, alkalines, sulphur, and chlorine, eventually fer
reous chloride and platinum chlorides. Very soon, however, the
platinum metals were deposited, or in some way extracted from
these gases, for they have not been able to follow the fluid
solutions which invaded the surrounding schists.
In the cases where platinum has been detected in sedi
mentary or metamorphic rocks, the occurrence has always been
regarded as due to the introduction of hot solutions containing
platinum. Natura! solutions of platinum, however, do not ap
pear to have been observed, and it is in accordance with this that
platinum appears to be quite absent in the solutions supplied
by the sagvandite. It is o f interest, however, that MEUNIER 1
has maintained that platinum in meteorites has been introduced
as vapourized chlorides, and subsequently reduced by heated
hydrogen, a mode of deposition which MEUNIER has been able
to reproduce artificially. This is, as far as I know, the only
case were the platinum content of a rock has been explained
as being of pneumatolytic origin.
VI.

Comparison with other lgneous Rocks.
The geological occurrence of sagvandite, its petrography
and its thermo-metamorphic influence on the adjacent schists
prove without doubt its magmatic origin. This is also abundantly
proved by its great content of platinum, and further Prof. V. M.
GOLDSCHMIDT has let a nickel determination of the ore mine
rals been undertaken. As the result of this was shown that
the ores contain much nickel, this fact alone being enough to
assume a magmatic origin.
The chemical content of the sagvandite, does not corre
spond with that of any other known igneous rock. A species
of rock, however, which comes very near to it is a bronzitite
I S. MEUNIER, Compt. Rend. VII Cong. geo!. internat 1897, p. 157.
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from New Caledonia, described by LACROIX 1• If the composition
of the sagvandite is compared with the analyses of igneous
rocks collected by WASHINGTON2, it may be observed that it
corresponds closest with the rocks published under the names
of enstatite pyroxenites or hyperstenites. Moreover is observed
that it closely resembles an analysis of an olivine knolle3 in
basalt, from Kaiser Wilhelm Il Land, Antarctica.
For comparison the following table may serve ( only the
most important components are put down and the numbers
rounded off).

Si02 ........
Al203 \
Fe,03/ • • . • • .
FeO ........
MgO .......
CaO ........
Alkali ... ..

Sagvandite

Bronzitite

Olivineknolle 3

49,9

54,5

47,5

1,8

4,6

2,4

8,2
35,1

6,8
30,0
2,5
0,4
?

9,5
39,2

.

co2 ........

5,1

0,6

0,4

The difference between sagvandite and bronzitite is only
that the former contains magnesite. If we subtract the magne
sile content from the analysis of the sagvandite and recalculate
on hundred per cent, we get a series of numbers greatly in
accordance with those of the bronzitite analysis.
According to LACROix' description the bronzitite represents
the melanochrate pole of a series of norites occurring among
the basic intrusive rocks of New Caledonia.
An examination of the average composition of the principal
types of the different igneous rocks, shows that the dunites,
because of their characteristically small content of Al203 and CaO,
and their great content of MgO, come closest to the sagvandite.
All the work must be born in mind which has been done
during the last half century in order to prove the inner cont

A. LACROIX, Compt. Rend. 152, 819 (1911).

2

H. S. WASHINGTON, U.S. Geo!.Surv. Prof. Paper 99, 1917.

3

The norm of this rock is besides the small components 54,14 olivine,

37,28 hyperstene.
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nection between the sequence of crystallisation and the sequence
of eruption, and at last

BowEN's 1

work over the reaction prin

ciple in petrogenesis, where the conception of the reaction series
is developed, and w here he has succeeded in arranging the
principal minerals of rocks as reaction series.

This conception

is, however, now so well known, that I need not repeat it at any
great length here. I may mention, though, that toward the basic
end of the rock series there are two distinct reaction series,
namely, on the one side the plagioclases and on the other side
the mafic minerals.
here;

oxenes

It is the latter series which interest us

Olivines
amphiboles -> etc.

it consists of
->

->

Mg-pyroxenes

->

Mg-Ca-pyr

This denotes, as is known, that in the beginning of the
history of a saturated magma only the olivines are in equili
brium with the liquid magma; by cooling only the Mg-pyrox
enes become in equilibrium with the magma and so on with
each of the minerals of the reaction series.
This

means, then, regarding

the

sagvandite, that it was

formed at a time when the bronzite was in equilibrium with
the liquid magma, thus very early in the magmatic development.
But it is obvious that simultaneous with the equilibrium
between the bronzite and magma, there also was an equilibrium
between magnesite

and magma, for these two, bronzite and

magnesite, have been precipitated contemporanously.
This

should denote that when a rock magma in addition

to the common components also contains carbon dioxide, the
magnesite will be precipitated early in the crystallisation sequence.
Further it is seen that in the special magma from which
the consolidation of the sagvandite took place the solubility of
the

MgSi03 is equal to that of MgC032.
As the sagvandite magma in all reasonable probability only

differ from a "normal" rock magma because of its abundance

l
2

N. L. BOWEN, journ. Geo!. 30, 177 (1922).
As the magma also contains iron, and both these salts are able to

dissolve the corresponding ferreous compound, it is interesting to note
that the ratio Mg: Fe, with respect to both salts, is the same: approxi
mately 9

:

l.
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of co2 it should be permitted to conclude that enstatite and
magnesite

( resp.

bronzite and breunerite) in a silicate-carbonate

bearing rock magma are of equal solubility.
According to the preceding pages the sagvandite magma,
without doubt, contains much CaO, but nevertheless no CaC03
has been precipitated,

and consequently the calcite is more

soluble than magnesite in this magma.
The informations got from other rocks show that calcite
is precipitated from the magma through further progress of
crys tallisation.

VII.

The Origin of the Sagvandite.
The great difficulty the older petrographers have experi
enced in trying to find the correct explanation of the origin or
the sagvandite Iies in the latter's content of magnesite.

This

fact, however, should not now afford any difficulty, as igneous
rocks bearing an other primary carbonate, calcite, are now no
rarity.

In all parts of the world there are known localities

from which calcite bearing igneous rocks have been described.

BowEN 1

has, certainly, asserted (especially for the Fen area

in Telemark, Norway, described by

BRøoGER2)

that the content

of calcite is best explained by assuming that this mineral has
originated secondary through a replacement of other minerals.
In addition to referring to all that which, especially by

BRAUNS3,

has been written against this interpretation, I may besides add
that if this hypothesis should be applied to the occurrence of
magnesite in the sagvandite, it would geologically be quite im
possible to explain how a small, circular dome, about 50 ms.
in diameter, could be partly transformed into magnesite, whilst
the adjacent rock in no degree whatever was invaded by mag
nesia bearing solutions.
l

N. L. BOWEN, Amer. Journ. Science (5) 8, l (1924).

2

W. C. BRøGGER, Vid.-Selsk. Skr. l 1920, No. 9.

3

R. BRAu:-�s, Centralblatt f. Min. Ab. A, 1926 (various articles).
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Anyway it is assumed as being quite certain that calcite,
even quite often, occurs as a magmatic mineral, and thereby
follows that magnesite probably also may occur in the same way.
When an igneous rock

has a high

content

of

calcite

the fact always has been tried to explain by assuming that
the magma has assimilated limestones, and as a rule it has
been possible to discover the finding place of these limestones
among the adjacent or underlying sedimentary rocks.
Now, seeking for an explanation with regard to the mag
nesite content of the sagvandite, the idea would not be far
distant that its magma had assimilated magnesite.

It is easy to imagine where the magma has come from.
Right North-East of the finding place of the sagvandite Iie the
massive gabbros of the Lyngen Peninsula.

It is, therefore, very

probable that a small branch of this gabbroic or peridotitic magma
at one time has been forced forward to the Balsfjord (the sag
vandite thus being of Caledonian age).
Such an advancing vein of rock magma must, then, have
forced itself through the archæan rocks,

and the sediments

lying between the archæan rocks and the rocks of the Bals
fjord group.
These sediments are known as the Dividal group.
group, according to the description by

PETTERSEN 1

This

contains no

magnesites, but, a considerable amount of dolomites is found.
Neither can the archæan rocks be assumed to contain magne

sites.

It seems, therefore, as if the geological conditions make

it impossible to believe that the sagvandite magma has assi
milated magnesite.
But as the magma doubtless carried much

CaO in solution,

one might suggest an assimilation of dolomite, especially when
also the geological conditions justify such an assumption.

As

will be seen by the preceding the magnesite content of the rock
may in this way be well explained.

BowEN2

has before pointed to the evident fact that the

same principles which govern the magmatic precipitates, must
I

K. PETTERSEN, Tromsø Museums Aarshefter

2

N. L. BowEN, Journ. Geo!. 30, 513 (1922).

6, 84 (1883).
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also govern other non-magmatic inclusions.

He puts there

fore, as a general rule, that a magma saturated with a fixed
member of the reaction series, cannot dissolve inclusions of
higher members but can only react with them and convert them
into that member with which it is in equilibrium.
If this reaction principle is used on the sagvandite, it may
at once be observed what the result will be when a magma,
saturated with orthorhombic pyroxenes (a bronzititic magma for
example) penetrates dolomitic rocks.
Inclusions of dolomite will then float in the magma, which
will tend to transform the inclusions into the phases with which
it is saturated as far as the

composition

of the

inclusions

will permit.
The magma will thus easily be able to assimilate the content
of

Ca O in the dolomite, without anything else happening than

more bronzite being deposited because of heat being needed
to dissolve the calcite.
However, the magma cannot directly assimilate the content

MgO in the dolomite; it will only be a ble to react with it,
and transform it into MgSiOH which at once is precipitated.

of

We thus observe that as long as the magma is able to
keep its high temperature, and as long as enough substance
is present, an assi:nilation of dolomite in this case will cause
a constant precipitation of MgSi03 (or, as the magma in reality
also contains iron, of (Mg, Fe Si02
enrichrnent of
t

=

bronzite) and a constant

CaO and C02 in the mother liquid, until the

The possibility of such an "antipneumatolysis" has for the first time
been proposed by V. M. GOLDSCHMIDT in his paper on "Stammestypen
der Eruptivgesteine" (Vid.-Selsk. Skr. l, 1922. no. JO).

He compares the

diagram of a normal magmatic sequence from gabbro to granite, pro
posed by BowEN, with an analogous diagram based on the empirical
material concerning the rocks of micadioritic types.
The characteristic crystallisation- and ditferentiation sequence of such
a

magma corresponds for example to that of the_opdalite-trondhjemite

tribe in Norway, or to that of the Klausen diorite-tonalite tribe in the Alps,
or to !hat of the Andes diorites.
much water.

As is we Il known these magmas con tain

What is the origin of this water content?

given by GoLDSCHMIDT is:

The request

"Es ware eine sehr gewagte Vermutung,

dall zufallig von vornherein unter den Gebirgen solche langgestreckte
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magma gets saturated with C02 in such a degree that also MgC08
is precipitated.
It is possible, however, that the magma from which the
consolidation of the sagvandite took place has originated in a
somewhat different way:
The sediments, into which the magma was intruded, contain,
certainly, carbon dioxide not only as carbonate rocks (dolo
mites etc.), but also as free carbon dioxide, released through
the regonial

metamorphism which has affected all the sedi

mentary rocks occurring here.
Professor V. M.

GoLDSCHMIDT

called my attention to the

phenomenon that when a basic magma containing considerable
amounts of

strong bases ( MgO, Na20) penetrates schists con

taining free carbon dioxide much of this gas must be absorbed
by the magma.

Such a case is thus the exact reverse of an

ordinary pneumatolysis where

an

acid magma

delivers acid

volatile matters to the adjacent sediments.

For this case con

sists in the delivering of carbon dioxide

from the adjacent

sediments

to the magma t.

It is obvious that if an olivine bearing magma absorbs a
sufficient amount of carbon dioxide a precipitation of ortho
rhombic pyroxenes (instead of olivine) will take place.

When

subsequently the concentration of co2 in the magma has be
come

greater, magnesite may be precipitated too. - Or, in

other words: a sagvanditic rock will be formed by the olivine
bearing magma.
Magmenreservoire vorhanden waren,

die sich durch diese bestimmte

wasserreiche Magmenart auszeichneten.

Vie! wahrscheinlicher ist die

Annahme, dall der Wasserreichtum dieser Faltengebirgsmagmen gerade
aus den wasserhaltigen Tonsedimenten der Geosynklinale stammt, dal)
die Tonsedimente einen Teil ihres Wassergehaltes bei lokaler oder regio
naler Metamorphose abgeben (was beweislich der

Fall ist), und dafl

diese aus den Sedimenten stammende Wassermenge ganz oder teilweise
vom fliissigen Silikatmagma aufgeli:ist wurde."

Especially he uses this

assumption to explain the origin of several saussurite uralite gabbros of
the Caledonian mountain chain:
"Die

Bildung von Saussurit und Uralit in diesen Gesteinen ware

nach dieser Auffassung unter Ein wirkung des

m ag m at is c hen

Wassers

erfolgt, in der hydrothermalen Phase der Gesteinsverfestigung."

TOM. BARTH
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The table p. 296 also may illustrate this.

By a comparison

between the analyses of the sagvandite and the olivineknolle it
is seen that on addition of co2 to the latter, the analysis of the
olivineknolle will fair! y well correspond to that of the sagvandite.
But quite independent of the way in which the assimilation
has taken place it is quite sure that the sagvandite magma has
contained abundant carbon dioxide.
As has been emphasized before the immediate consequence
of an assimilation of co2 is a precipitation of crystals from
the magma, but the greatest part of the precipitation has prob
ably been due to the falling of the temperature.
This magma cannot, however, be regarded as consisting of
on! y two phases - solid and Iiquid; a gaseous phase, too, must
appear; for such a highly vapourized magma will commence
boiling owing to the constant cooling and consequent precipita
tion.

This is the well-known

retrograde boiling which takes

place through a Iowering of the temperature.
Concerning the different phases, it is seen that the solid
phase during the whole process of consolidation has been fairly
constant, consisting of about 90 per cent MgSi03 and 1O per
cent MgC03.

But the liquid phase will during the process pass through
a continual alteration:

In addition to the enrichment of Ca O,

Al203 etc. a constant enrichment of volatile components will
take place;

but when boiling starts the component with the

greatest gas tension will distil, ill this case co2.
Thus an "antipneumatolytic" selective absorbtion of water

from

the

adjacent sediments by the magma.

Further Professor V. M. GoLDSCHMIDT has proposed !hat the occur

rence of primary calcite in the rock called hortite, described by TH.
VoGT (Vid.-Selsk. Skr. I, 19 15, No.

8)

may be explained by the assump

tion of an assimilation of gaseous co2.
Hortite is an intrusive, gabbroic rock of the Caledonian mountain
chain in the northern Norway.
amount of calcite is set aside.

It contains abundant lime even if the
Such a basic magma, of course, is a ble

to assimilate C02 from the adjacent rocks, and that carbonate which has
the minimum solubility in the given magma will consequently be preci�
pitated.

It

is, therefore,

probable !hat

calcite had to be precipitated.

in a magma so rich in lime,

Norsk Geo!. Tidsskr. IX.

Fig. l.

Fig. 2.

Pl. I.

Sagvandite ( x 5).

Contact zone

(X

5).

Most! y bronzite, a litt le magnesite.

To the right great plates of prochlorite to the
left hornblende.

Tom. Barth: Sagvandife.
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Owing to the great overlying pressure it is probable that
a constant enrichment of H20 in the solution has taken place,
and the destillation of this magma has probably been brought
to an end through the development of a last mother-liquor
consisting of an aqueous, fluid solution, the actual temperature
of which has been higher than its critical temperature.
Consequently, like a gas, this solution has penetrated into
the adjacent rocks, where its contents of non-volatile matters
have been deposited.
Owing to this solution the innermost, chlorite bearing con
tact zone has been forrned, and the same solution it is which
has metasomatically transforrned the adjacent sedimentary rocks.
Mineralogical Institute of the University Oslo,
Dec. 13th 1926.
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